
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
The gloriously vibrant puzzle game from Outplay Entertainment is now available on Intel® Atom™ 
tablets for Android*.  This exciting optimization presents a larger gaming audience with the challenging 
experience of Bubble Blaze.  Over 160 puzzles loaded with eye-popping graphics and sumptuous sound 
effects can be downloaded immediately onto high-resolution Android* tablets.  

Bubble Blaze offers a refreshing twist on traditional puzzle games with a diverse array of high-energy 
objectives. Gamers relish the sensory excitement as they pop, tap and tilt their way through a myriad of 
tricky puzzles.  Players can match three, maneuver around obstacles, unlock mystery bubbles and create 
jewel showers with sparkling, high-definition imagery. With vibrant backgrounds and dozens of different 
ways to win, the app is a treasure trove of gaming activity. Bubble Blaze provides hours of electrifying, 
colorful fun and millions of fans are mesmerized by the thrilling, action-packed gameplay.
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The Bubble Bursting Blast is Now Available on Android* Tablets
The Bubble Blaze game’s exhilarating range of puzzle enticements are now enabled for Intel Atom 
tablets for Android.  This latest optimization offers users hours of enhanced, responsive gameplay right 
on their high-resolution screens.  

Stunning Graphics

The sharp, saturated visual effects and smooth animation make this 
app a special pleasure to play.  With backdrops like secret beach, 
frozen cave or mountain peak, the game stays visually engaging. The 
variety of imagery and aesthetically appealing interface delivers a 
sensational gaming experience.

Captivating Audio

Bubble Blaze has a charming, high-energy background music that 
effectively moves the action of the game along. Fully realized sound 
effects enhance the sensory satisfaction of the bubble bursting 
excitement.  

Addictive Puzzles

Gamers can test their skills in multiple ways with a broad range 
of different challenges.  Beat-the-clock, Beach Bubbles, Cursed 
Bubbles and Match Three allow users to hone their gaming acumen.

Exhilarating Gameplay

Players can create jewel showers to gain points, devise bubble 
busting combinations and catch falling treasures in bonus pots.  
The fluid action and satisfying effects contribute to the overall 
enjoyment.

Bubble Boosts 

As players advance, they can unlock special, explosive Rainbow 
Bubbles, Fireball Bubbles or Dragon Pups to earn more points.  
Discovering new ways to pop special bubbles is part of the fun.  

Competitive Interactivity

Bubble Blaze offers gamers a leaderboard to compare their scores and a Bubble Blaze Map lets them 
track their progress.  Gamers can challenge their friends and race to see who wins.  

Mobile Gaming for Portable Fun

All the high-intensity bubble bursting fun can travel with tablet users wherever they go.  Crystal-clear, 
high-resolution displays light up the splendid graphics and animation.  The tilt sensitive screens let 
players angle and maneuver falling treasures into bonus pots.  Android tablets offer mobile device 
gamers hours of responsive, riveting gameplay. 



Bubble Blaze on Android* 
Tablets Powered by Intel®

The colorful bubble-popping 
fun is now easily downloaded 
onto Android* tablets equipped 
with powerful, high-speed 
Intel® Atom™ processors.  
These efficient, lightweight 
devices provide a solid level of 
performance so that gamers can 
enjoy hours of high-intensity 
gameplay.  
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